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Concerning the Parodic Valences in “Cyclops”

The “Cyclops” chapter of Ulysses alternates between a casually narrated, orally transmitted 

story about some Irish patrons at a bar—including Bloom—and bizarre, excessively grandiose, often 

obscure prosaic passages which interrupt the primary narrative. Joyce exploits their dissonance, as 

well as the inherent extravagance of the prose, for parodic purposes. While this parody takes on 

many forms—from the searing mockery with which Joyce depicts an Irish nationalist convention to 

certain  almost  surrealist  moments  in  the oral  narrative—I  want  to  focus  specifically  on Joyce’s 1

humorous excoriation of the Irish nationalist caricature referred to simply as “citizen” (283). Through 

the techniques mentioned, Joyce makes it basically impossible for the reader to take this character—

and, consequently, the cause for which he so vociferously stands—seriously. 

Building on the previous chapters’ destabilization of the narrator, “Cyclops” opens with a 

casually conveyed story: “I was just passing the time of day with old Troy of the D. M. P. at the 

corner of Arbour hill there and be damned but a bloody sweep came along and he near drove his gear 

into my eye” (280). The ensuing events are (for once) clear enough; however, who exactly is narrating 

them is anything but so. This new, unidentified narrative voice employs everyday turns of phrase as 

they communicate their story to an unknown interlocutor, a mysterious “you” : “Didn’t I tell you? As 2

true as I’m drinking this porter if he was at his last gasp he’d try to downface you that dying was 

living” (316). These phrases include—but are not limited to—“I’m told for a fact,” “by Jesus,” “as true 

as  you’re  there,”  and the  inexplicable  and frequent  “begob,”  which is  occasionally  shortened to 

“gob” (283; 284; 290; 283, 286, 288, 306; 299, 301). This narrator also tends to begin their sentences 

with “And,” “But,” “So,” and other in medias res words (283; 284, 285, 286, 290; 281, 288, 298, 303, 306). 
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These rhetorical flourishes add to the informal character of the narrative voice, giving the effect of 

an orally transmitted story.

Contrasting  heavily  therewith  is  the  chapter’s  competing  voice,  an  ostentatious,  self-

important,  overblown journalistic  or  literary  figure  who  narrates  vast  swaths  of  paragraph  that 

repeatedly  interrupt  the  primary  story  concerning  the  bar.  This  writerly  narrator’s  pedantic 

flourishes are quite unbearable: “We subjoin a specimen which has been rendered into English by an 

eminent scholar whose name for the moment we are not at liberty to disclose though we believe that 

our readers will find the topical allusion rather more than an indication” (299).  Hyperbole is the 

name of the game here. Consider, for example, their altogether ridiculous description of some mere 

beer:

a crystal cup full of the foaming ebon ale which the noble twin brothers Bungiveagh and 

Bungardilaun brew ever in their divine alevats, cunning as the sons of deathless Leda. For 

they garner the succulent berries of the hop and mass and sift and bruise and brew them 

and they mix therewith sour juices and bring the must to the sacred fire and cease not night 

or day from their toil, those cunning brothers, lords of the vat. (287) 

Rather  than  inspiring  reverence  or  admiration,  these  passages  arouse  in  the  reader  a  kind  of 

humorous disdain,  an ironic unwillingness to participate in the contorted logic of  the narrator’s 

outrageous utterances. The effect is self-destructive: over and above any juxtaposition with the oral 

narrative voice, this writerly one ends by making a total fool of both themselves and their subject. 

They render everything absurd, an effect which Joyce’s juxtaposition of the two voices, to which I 

return later, will only amplify.

There is plenty I could say about this narrator, from their over-reliance on the passive  to the 3

sheer extent of the self-demolition they unwittingly perform. However, I want to focus specifically 

on the passage concerning the aforementioned “citizen,” with its employment of over-the-top heroic 

tropes and inordinate exaggerations. This is discernible from the outset, with the description of said 
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citizen:  “The  figure  seated  on  a  large  boulder  […]  was  that  of  a  broadshouldered  deepchested 

stronglimbed  frankeyed  redhaired  freely  freckled  shaggybearded  widemouthed  largenosed 

longheaded deepvoiced barekneed brawnyhanded hairylegged ruddyfaced, sinewyarmed hero” (284). 

The  profusion  of  combinatory  adjectives  is  simply  too  much;  in  reaching  for  epic  stature  and 

awesomeness, the narrator in fact compromises the integrity of the portrayal, producing, instead, an 

immensely funny scene. Whatever initial awe we might have felt quickly gives way, as the descriptors 

rain down, to hilarity.  The sheer distance between desired and realized effect is essential to the 4

irony: it seems the harder this narrator tries to convince us of something’s importance, the more 

spectacularly they fail at doing so. The resulting absurdity suffuses everything. Take, for example, the 

description of the citizen’s belt of “seastones” on which “were graven with rude yet striking art the 

tribal images of many Irish heroes and heroines of antiquity” (284). These include the likes of—to 

excerpt just a few—Captain Moonlight, Dante Alighieri, Christopher Columbus, Charlemagne, “the 

Last of the Mohicans,” Benjamin Franklin, Napoleon Bonaparte, Cleopatra, Julius Caesar, Paracelsus, 

Michelangelo,  Muhammad, “Brian Confucius,”  Tristan and Isolde,  Ludwig Beethoven,  Adam and 

Eve, Herodotus, “Jack the Giantkiller,” Guatama Buddha, “Lady Godiva,” the Queen of Sheba, and 

so on and so forth, nearly ad infinitum (284-5).  These eminently non-Irish inclusions point to the 

blind rapaciousness of the nationalistic impulse. Desiring to assert a robustly cultured Irish identity, 

the citizen in fact achieves the opposite effect: by including so many historical figures from so many 

different traditions, they end by dissolving away any sense of a coherent national identity at all. The 

narrator’s lengthy descriptions of the citizen’s dog drive home the effect: “at his feet reposed a savage 

animal of the canine tribe whose sertorous gasps announced that he was sunk in uneasy slumber, a 

supposition confirmed by hoarse growls and spasmodic movements” (285). Once more the narrator’s 

extensive vocabulary works to produce the opposite of the desired effect; the unnecessarily ornate 

formation of the sentences is self-compromising. In lieu of, simply, “dog,” the narrator insists on “a 

savage  animal  of  the  canine  tribe.”  Suppositions  are  confirmed,  snoring  “announces”  an  uneasy 
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slumber, and so on. Far from impressing upon us a weighty sense of grandeur, these passages produce 

a kind of comical surrealism. At this point, the situation is dilapidated; the ensuing juxtaposition 

only delivers the killing blow. 

Immediately  following  the  aforementioned  description,  we  are  abruptly  returned  to  the 

original story: “So anyhow Terry brought the three pints Joe was standing and begob the sight nearly 

left  my  eyes  when  I  saw  him  land  out  a  quid.  O,  as  true  as  I’m  telling  you.  A goodlooking 

soverign” (285). The preceding two pages of over-elaborate quasi-heroic pontifications are, just like 

that, evacuated of whatever dignity they still retained. This oral narrator, in marvelling at a simple 

quid, singlehandedly and efficiently undermines the writerly narrator’s extensive efforts to emphasize 

the grand impressiveness  of  the citizen.  The sheer  banality  is  striking,  and the effect  is  doubly 

parodic. The combined dissonance produces an overall absurd impression, making it exceptionally 

difficult for the reader to take anything seriously—least of all the anonymous citizen and their cause. 

Which cause Joyce denigrates in a number of hilarious ways. The hyper-nationalistic citizen, 

first of all,  remains nameless, presumably because his blind devotion to the cult of an imaginary 

Ireland has wholly eroded any sense of authentic individuality. His “paleolithic” garb, furthermore, 

suggests a nationalist is a kind of regressive type, as stupidly instinctual as a neanderthal (285). The 

citizen does not speak so much as “starts gassing out of him about” a number of events they consider 

historically important to Irish identity (292). Their speech is a sort of release of physical pressure, an 

almost gastric expulsion, mere unthinking noise. Consider, furthermore, the following exemplarily 

ridiculous moment from the self-inflated narrator’s descriptions of an Irish nationalist convention: 

“An animated altercation (in which all took part) ensued among the F. O. T. E. I. as to whether the 

eight or ninth of March was the correct date of the birth of Ireland’s patron saint” (295). That its 

attendees  so  easily  come  to  blows  over  a  difference  of  a  single  day  highlights  the  petty, 

inconsequential nature of the conference’s concerns. These specific moments of parody build on the 
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overall  desecration I  have described.  They are brutally  effective,  but their  efficacy relies  on the 

parodic structure of the chapter itself. 

In “Cyclops,” Joyce’s decision to continually juxtapose the chapter’s two voices  produces a 5

formidably ironic effect. Their seriousness already questionably precarious, the sprawling passages of 

inordinately self-aggrandized prose farcically degenerate in the wake of such incessant irruptions of 

quotidian storytelling.  Joyce exploits  this  dissonance,  weaponizing it  in  order  to  debilitate  Irish 

nationalism.  Not  only  does  its  representative  come  across  as  ludicrously  ignorant,  but  Joyce’s 

constant  vacillation  between the  two vastly  dissimilar  voices  erodes  any  sense  of  the  ideology’s 

intellectual integrity. “Cyclops” spares almost nothing its fiercely parodic gaze, but nowhere are its 

effects more corrosively felt than with this cause. Joyce makes of Irish nationalism a laughing stock, 

and nothing is more difficult to ideologically embrace than a joke. 
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 “—Good Christ! says he. I could have sworn it was him.1

And says Bob Doran […].
—Who said Christ is good?
—I beg your parsnips, says Alf.
—Is that a good Christ, says Bob Doran, to take away poor little Willy Dignam?
—Ah, well, says Alf, trying to pass it off. He’s over all his troubles.
But Bob Doran shouts out of him.
—He’s a bloody ruffian, I say, to take away poor little Willy Dignam.” (290)
Compare with, for example, the following passage from the opening pages of The Hobbit:
“‘Good morning!’ said Bilbo, and he meant it. The sun was shining, and the grass was very green. But 
Gandalf looked at him from under long bushy eyebrows that stuck out further than the brim of his 
shady hat.
‘What do you mean?’ he said. ‘Do you wish me a good morning, or mean that it is a good morning 
whether I want it or not; or that you feel good this morning; or that it is a morning to be good on?’
‘All of them at once,’ said Bilbo.” (Tolkien 15-16)

 The narrator at one point addresses “you, chivalrous Terence,” though it seems to be the 2

ostentatious narrator who is saying this, judging by the decadent language (287). This character, 
furthermore, is elsewhere referred to in the third person. This persistent ambiguity corroborates the 
possibility that Joyce is implicating the reader in the text. 

 Consider the following examples: “It was then queried whether there were any special desires on 3

the part of the defunct and the reply was” (289). 
“Assurances were given that the matter would be attended to and it was intimated that this had given 
satisfaction.” (289)
“The last farewell was affecting in the extreme.” (293)
“Considerable amusement was caused by the favourite Dublin streetsingers…” (294) Et cetera. 

 The effect is similar to the one produced by E. E. Cummings’ Him: “John Rutter, President pro tem. 4

of the Society for the Contraception of Vice. (He points a cadaverous finger at the MALE figure) You 
were about to utter enunciate pronounce and otherwise emit a filthy lewd indecent vile obscene 
lascivious disgusting word!” (Cummings 47) Rutter’s attempt to impress upon us a lofty sense of 
moral edification quickly degenerates into a ridiculous spectacle, a hilariously failed attempt. We end 
by laughing at him—which is, of course, precisely the point of the parodying passage. (Cummings 
was slighted by Rutter, whose society managed to censor parts of the author’s earlier published 
works without his consent, and evidently sought some good old-fashioned revenge.)
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 I should note that my characterization of these two voices is unstable. For example, the oral 5

narrative often contains glaringly out-of-place diction: “I declare to my antimacassar if you took up a 
straw” (303). Elsewhere, they relate the following: “Health, Joe, says I. And all down the form.” (286) 
Why the word “form” for the beer? This eccentric way of describing such a simple beverage 
complicates things; it sounds like something out of Stephen’s mind. Is this an intrusion of the other 
voice? Is it an overarching narrator rearing its head? We cannot know. 

This complication goes both ways. Take, for example, the occasional inexplicable spelling 
errors—e.g. “donjon” in lieu of dungeon—made by the ostensibly eloquent writerly narrative (310). 

To say nothing of the inexplicable passages that read like someone’s thoughts: “The tear is 
bloody near your eye. Talking through his bloody hat. Fitter for him to go home to the little 
sleepwalking bitch he married, Mooney” (290). Who is thinking these? Is it the oral narrator? If so, 
why are we all of a sudden inside their head? Once more we are left scratching our heads, unsettled 
by the possible return of an omniscient narrative mind. 


